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The Word from the
President
Welcome to the inaugural
edition of “Stable Approach”,
NZALPA’s revamped quarterly
magazine.

This new look magazine is an
integral part of the Association’s
Communication Strategy and
has been designed based on
the feedback we received in the
membership communications survey. Specifically in your
feedback you told us that you wanted to see something
that…
• Was easy to read,
• Gave a brief overview of the Associations activities and
• Was in an electronic format that was mobile
The look and feel of our new magazine will be an
evolutionary process based on your continued feedback.
With that in mind please don’t hesitate to send any
suggestions you may have for our new publication to
Mark Wardle, NZALPA Communications Advisor, at the
following address: mark.wardle@nzalpa.org.nz.
The NZALPA Communications Strategy is but one of
the many initiatives of the NZALPA Strategic Plan and
now that I find myself at the halfway point of my term
as President it is pleasing to see many of those initiatives
coming to fruition.
Another important one of these initiatives is the New
NZALPA Structure. At the recently completed Annual
Conference in Auckland, delegates supported a
proposal to reorganise how your representatives
get elected. This proposal effectively turns on its
ear the current electoral process. The proposed
new process allows, for the first time ever, you to
directly elect those who you want on your council.
It also allows for a direct election process to the
Board of Management - see diagram on right.

By Glen Kenny
NZALPA President
and Principal Officer Elections.
Now that the proposed new structure has been given
the approval of Conference the next step is to put together
the draft rule changes for you to vote on later this year. If
approved, there will be a transitional arrangement put in
place to allow the first cycle of the new election process
to commence next year.
The new election process was but one of the many items
of business dealt with at this year’s Annual Conference.
Of the other many items of business was the deliberation
on the fate of my own branch Nelson/Marlborough. For
the last four years the continued existence of the Nelson/
Marlborough Branch has been somewhat tenuous as
the numbers in the branch has fallen well below the
1/12th level which is the minimum required to ensure
proportional representation numbers on the Board of
Management. With no sign of improvement, this year’s
Conference decided to disestablish the Branch and merge
with the Central Branch. This was not an easy decision,
especially given the history and strong regional identity
of those in the Branch, but in the end a necessary one
to ensure the proportional representation ratios at the
Board of Management were not compromised. The
disestablishment/merger will take effect from the end
of next year’s Annual Conference and a transitional
arrangement will be put in place to ensure that the current
Nelson/Marlborough Branch members can participate in
the newly enlarged Central Branch elections in 2013.
That’s all from me, enjoy the read and please send in
the feedback.

From your point of view, during an election
instead of getting to vote for branch committee
candidates, as you do now, you will get to vote for
who will be your representatives on your council.
These elections will be for a two year term and
will be held every odd numbered year. The other
proposed change is that in even numbered years
you will get to vote for who will be your branch
representative to the Board of Management.
Otherwise the elected terms and staggered cycles
of the Principal Officers elections remain as it is
now. Importantly there is no change to the Branch
Structure of the association. What has changed
is who gets to sit on the branch committee is
determined by the council/Board of Management
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Working Groups and Special Projects
Update
NZALPA Online Ballot Module

NZALPA IT Review

The NZALPA online ballot module project has
been running for some time and will allow NZALPA
to conduct representative elections and carry out
surveys using online voting.

As part of the NZALPA organisational review, it was
identified that we needed to review our IT Systems.

There is a huge printing and postage saving to be
made by the Association by shifting all voting to a
new online format.

We allocated a budget and invited proposals from
several organisations. A suitable IT supplier was
chosen to conduct the review. They have interviewed
personnel and reviewed our current hardware and
software capabilities.

Testing has been completed and it is to be hoped
that the Ballot Module will be used for all subsequent
representative elections.

They will submit a report making recommendations
as to what IT resources we need to meet our strategic
goals.

Please take the time to partake in online voting or
surveys.

Communications Strategy
In March 2012, the BoM endorsed the inaugural NZALPA communications strategy. The strategy relates to two
key themes within the strategic plan - to “build the external image, standing & influence of NZALPA” and “to
continue to improve communications to members” (quantity and quality).
Internally, the first stage was to initiate a member communications survey to
determine what communications (content, form, frequency) they would like
to see from NZALPA.
From these results a communications strategy has been developed to
provide better communication to the members.
New systems have been introduced to address media handling and public
relations. NZALPA now has a dedicated communications specialist staff
member who handles all media enquiries.
Key spokespeople have undertaken media training with an external supplier
that are in turn supported by our communications specialist.
You will notice improvements to the communication you receive from
NZALPA. There are many other changes underway. I your welcome feedback mark.wardle@nzalpa.org.nz.
Mark Wardle, Communications Advisor
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From the General
Manager

H

ello everyone, It is great
pleasure for me to join
your organisation from
the distant shores of Tasmania
(I will avoid the sheep jokes if
you avoid the 2 heads ones!).
For those of you I have not
had the pleasure to meet I will
provide a very short précis of Virginia Mudie, General
my background.
Manager
I started my career in General
Aviation, including obtaining my pilot’s license prior to
my drivers’ license. I spent approximately 3 years in GA
with companies who operated DC3s and Bristol Freighters
across Bass Strait and then joining Stillwell Learjet which
operated up to 7 Learjets. I even was able to clock up a
few hours RH seat time!
Since those early days I have worked for both Qantas
and Air New Zealand, ran my own business in the UK, been
a lecturer in Business Studies, worked for an Employer
Association and Labour Union and then spent 12 years
in the Commonwealth of Australia’s public service (yes
one of those bureaucrats!). Positions included Head of
Corporate for the NZ equivalent of Social Security and
lastly as Deputy Director the Australian Antarctic Division
where I managed all the logistical support and 4 Antarctic
stations. So as you can see a fairly diverse background.
I hope that this broad experience I bring to the
organisation will help drive it from strength to strength.
NZALPA, as with all unions, play a critical role in ensuring
equity and fairness in the workplace. I intend that this
philosophy also plays out within our organisation.
Since my arrival on 3 May, I have taken the opportunity
to visit the branches to firstly meet more of our

membership, but to also gauge what the issues are for
you all. I thank you for the warm reception I have been
given. Except possibly Christchurch where I was delayed
a day due to heavy snow! What a beautiful sight it was
too. It did however give me the opportunity to see firsthand the Christchurch Radar Centre, thank you for your
hospitality; I very much enjoyed my visit.
I see this role has a number of tasks to perform.
Firstly, to reduce the workload as it relates to the day
to day operation of the organisation for the Board of
Management and more significantly the Principal Officers.
I am amazed, but also concerned with the long hours over
and above the full time flying jobs that are undertaken by
many dedicated individuals. I am hopeful that I engender
your trust and confidence in allowing me to manage many
aspects of the running of NZALPA.
I am delighted to see the approach of business discipline
that my predecessor has introduced, but have some
suggestions on how far to take this to ensure staff are not
tied up with just filling out the forms and not focusing on
the actual outcome required.
Attending conference was an interesting experience
and I am hopeful that the organisation has the maturity
to develop in a way that begins to focus on the strategic
issues facing aviation in New Zealand rather than if a
specific process has been followed to the letter of the
rules. It would be a shame to lose sight of the big picture.
NZALPA and particularly the staff need to ensure that the
benefits and service we provide to members gives value
for money as well as mutual support in times of need. To
this end I am heartened by the decision to investigate the
concept of Professional Standards and Code of Ethics. In
my mind this will potentially provide infinite benefits to
members directly as well as an enhanced image in the
eyes of the general public and Government – the value of
which cannot be underestimated.
I look forward with great enthusiasm to this new role
and hope I serve your needs well.
email: general.manager@nzalpa.org.nz

From NZALPA Members

From a Controller - “Just a short note of appreciation to the NZALPA people who have helped me out during
my years at Airways. In particular, in relation to the difficulties with incidents in QN airsapce and the troubles
caused by the Airways payroll department. It has been great to have the support of Alpa and the availablility of
someone to call on for assistance. It has been especially nice that Alpa has offered support even after I have left
the company.”

ZQN Part 2 - In August 2010, an NZALPA member was charged by the NZCAA regarding a flight into ZQN in June
2010. In early March 2012 the member appeared before the Queenstown District Court. After 2 weeks in court
the case was adjourned until July 2012. NZALPA is currently supporting this member in court.

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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From Your Councils
ATC Council
Negotiations for a new Collective
Agreement have taken up the largest
proportion of the ATC Council’s time.
Preparation for the negotiations commenced
in February this year with the negotiators
meeting in Nelson to consider what matters
would be addressed. The first meeting with
Airways was held at the end of February
and continued fortnightly until 8 May. The
talks concluded with agreement being
reached between NZALPA and Airways on
23 May 2012. This is for a three year term
expiring on 31 March 2015. After seeming
to have reached a stalemate, the parties
met in the presence of a Department of
Labour Mediator. This day of mediated talks
generated a mutually acceptable result and
ATC Tower at the Christchurch Airport - Photo Credit: Jim Dunn
that agreed settlement is now before the ATC
the Technical and Operations Committee and was
membership for ratification, the result of which should be
the secretary for Committee B at this year’s annual
known during the NZALPA Annual Conference.
conference in Kathmandu, Nepal. Jeremy Thompson was
Jim Dunn will step down from the position of ATC on the Constitution and Administration Committee and
Director at the close of Conference 2012. Jim has held the completed his work on that committee at the conference;
position of ATC Director for around 10 years and has been Paul Robinson also chaired Committee A. We will not be
a representative for 17 years. The new ATC Director will be active on these committees in the coming representative
Jeremy Thompson. Jeremy is the current Administrative year but will provide secretaries to both Committees A
Head of the ATC Council and the lead negotiator in and B and the Chairman for Committee A at next year’s
this last set of negotiations. Jeremy is a resident of the conference in Indonesia.
Central Branch and a Wellington Tower controller. We
Mount Cook Pilots’ Council
wish Jeremy well in his step up to the Principal Officers
The council is currently in negotiations with the
role. The remainder of the ATC council will be decided at
the July meeting, the first post conference gathering in company. Since the last meeting the company has put
forward a position on a few areas but we are still not
Christchurch.
really moving forward.
New Zealand is a member association of IFATCA and
Three new members have recently joined the
we have been active internationally again this year.
company,
however due to the law surrounding initiation
Al Shaw the Technical Officer completed his work on
of bargaining, these members are currently on
Federation IEA’s. The company has also been talking
directly to members who are travelling overseas to
Toulouse for ATR 600 conversions. Until we settle
our CEA negotiations the Company is legally within
their right to keep putting new members joining onto
IEA’s. Mount Cook has begun a dual FMS fit out for
the ATR500’s – 2-4 aircraft should have the upgrade
before the end of 2012.
The Mount Cook council has had a change in
leadership; Myles Coburn has stepped up from the
deputy role to Admin Head.

Photo Credit - NewZealandView.Com
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Air Nelson Pilots’ Council
The negotiations are now well underway. Whilst they
are certainly more harmonious than at the same stage last
time around, progress is still pretty slow but a settlement
is expected soon. Base meetings have been held to brief
the members on progress to date.
The company has implemented the second part of the
Aircrews rostering system. Time will tell how this new
rostering system will work out and how well rosters will
be equalised.
FOQA, DFDR and CVR protocols have been drafted and
will be forwarded to the NZALPA technical subcommittee
for checking before being returned to the council for
sign off - the next stage of the process is approval by the
Technical Director.

The Council has decided a council size of seven or
eight is appropriate with the possibility of one more if
an enthusiastic member is keen to become involved in
NZALPA work. The council is mindful of travel costs and
leave bank use and has decided that it will meet only four
times over the next year with the dates to be confirmed.

Eagle Pilots’ Council
The Eagle negotiations have reached nine months and
several key points are still outstanding. Our claim for Duty
Pay on a per roster basis dropped in order to progress
negotiations. There are issues around the term of the
contract, super, 60 hour weekend and rostering (to name
a few).
Eagle withdrew an aircraft from service for 2012 due
to reduced capacity. This will have the added benefit of
‘giving some breathing space’ while Eagle returns to full
pilot compliment.
With the exception of one F/O, all line pilots are ALPA
members. Apart from a membership briefing document
that is subsequently being sent to the new hires, the
ground course instructor takes the opportunity during
the course to discuss the matter with them. The Eagle
council has conducted an online ballot recently to survey
the members on simulator travel.

Eagle Airways B1900 and Air Nelson Q300 at Wellington. Photo by
“Aviator006” - Creative Commons

NZALPA CFT - A Cat Scholarship

E

ach year, the NZALPA Contingency
Trust fund awards a scholarship to an
instructor to enable them to obtain an
A-Category Instructor Rating. 2012 being
the third year the award has been running,
the scholarship has awarded to Marc
Brogan who is a full time flight instructor
at the Wellington Aero Club.

The purpose of the scholarship is to
benefit general aviation, and by gaining
an A Cat Instructor Rating, Marc will be
able to provide high quality instruction to
students who are learning to fly. The CFT
would like to congratulate Marc who has
recently passed his training and flight test.

2012 NZALPA CFT A-Cat Scholarship Recipient Marc Brogan

Marc has been working for the Wellington Aero Club for around 4 years and has been flying professionally for 10
years.
Past scholarships have been awarded to Auckland helicopter instructor Rob Anderson from Auckland and Michael
Stonestreet, a fixed wing instructor from the Hawkes Bay. Rob and Michael have completed and passed their ratings.
The next A Cat scholarship is open for applications through the whole year and forms can be downloaded off the
ALPA website. It has a closing date of 30 April 2013.
https://www.nzalpa.org.nz/AboutUs/CFTScholarship.aspx
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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General Aviation Organiser Update

T

he position of GA
Organiser was created
in 2011 for the purpose
of
promoting
NZALPA,
supporting the members
within general aviation and
growing the membership of
the association in this sector.
The role is substantially an
industrial role with a focus
on growing the membership
for the Association in GA. The
appointment was made in mid October 2011.
The GA sector has been facing some challenging times.
NZALPA was consulted by the Minister of Tertiary
Education Skills and Employment regarding the planned
cuts to pilot training under the student loan scheme and
NZALPA made a comprehensive submission arguing that
the reduced funding would create an equity issue for the
next generation of pilots and suggested an alternative
approach. Despite this submission the Ministers continued
with the reduction to funding and trainee pilots will be
faced with self-funding a portion of their flight training
even when they have access to student loans in the next
year.

significant improvement to instructors’ remuneration
over a three year period. Canterbury Aero Club
members have voted and accepted their second CEA.
Negotiations continue with HNZ’s offshore pilots based in
New Plymouth and a number of other GA members are
looking to NZALPA for assistance in negotiating Collective
Employment Agreements.
CTC Aviation bucks the trend of many other flight training
providers, gaining additional contracts to train pilots
for large international airlines. NZALPA’s membership
has grown we are redeveloping a council at CTC. In
recent media coverage of CTC’s offer of incentives to
recruit overseas instructors NZALPA was able to respond
through media statements opposing the employment of
foreign instructors where NZ GA pilots are struggling to
find quality employment. We were glad to see that CTC
decided to employ NZ and Australian residents to the
vacant positions.
A number of members have sought NZALPA’s
assistance in reviewing their IEAs and/or negotiating
their remuneration packages on an individual basis.
This assistance has helped lead to positives results for
members.

It has also been raised with NZALPA
that CAA is planning to increase the cost
of pilot medicals substantially in the near
future.
These changes will add further pressure
to pilots operating in GA who are often
the most vulnerable and least protected in
the industry. The ongoing global financial
crisis and the Canterbury earthquakes has
continued to impact many GA operators
whom rely on tourism for their primary
income.
As the GA Organiser I have been able
NZALPA Legal Officer Adam Nicholson with member Julian Wicky.
to visit most GA operators and meet with
pilots throughout the country. At this stage I’m currently in
NZALPA membership in GA continues to increase and
the process of a second round of visitation throughout the our engagement is improving as we identify how we can
country with a recent visit through the Bay of Plenty, East best serve members working in this sector.
Coast and Waikato. I have had overwhelmingly positive
Tom Buckley, NZALPA GA Organiser
receptions from GA pilots throughout the country.
Contact details:
Despite the challenges that face GA pilots there been
some gains made in NZALPA efforts to organise the GA
(m) 021-955-703
(p) 09-255-1500
pilot community. There has been a number of calls for
(e) tom.buckley@nzalpa.org.nz
assistance from pilots handling disputes and problems
at work but also approaches from pilots wanting to see
improvements to their working conditions.
Late last year Massey School of Aviation settled a
Collective Employment Agreement that included a
Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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Recorded Data, an ATC Perspective
By Jim Dunn, NZALPA ATC Director - 2011-12

D

o you have any idea what our recorded data
consists of and what is done with it? Hopefully this
article will give you some idea of the answers to the
questions above.
ATC recorded data consists of (according to the ATC
Collective Employment Agreement) Radar, Voice, STCA,
MSAW, RA and OCS Data.

NZALPA seeks to limit the release of this data because
those without specialist knowledge will often misread
or misrepresent what is shown by it. That in itself places
the spotlight on aviation in an unfair or biased manner.
Consider the case where one aircraft is following another
and the pilot has the leading aircraft in sight. This is an
established form of separation; however the layman

Now most of this data is
entirely factual in nature.
For instance a radar plot will
show where an aeroplane
was at a particular time
and provided the onboard
equipment is working
properly, it will also show
speed, altitude and if
the aircraft was climbing
or descending. Similarly
with STCA, MSAW, RA and
OCS data. These sources
will show factually what
happened.

CAR Part 12
This Civil Aviation Rule
Part deals with Accidents,
Incidents and Statistics.
What it does, at least in
part, is ensure that all
records associated with Air Traffic Controllers at Christchurch Airport - Photo Credit: Jim Dunn
any incident or accident are
reading the radar plot will see 2 aircraft in close proximity
retained for at least 14 days after any incident or accident.
that may be less than 3 miles apart and less than 1000ft
The intent of the Rule Part is to ensure that investigators
apart. Quite quickly 1 + 1 equals something other than
and the Authority (CAA) have available to them all data
2!
that may be of relevance in determining the cause of the
The class of data which raises the most concern is
occurrence.
voice data. Due to some excellent work by NZALPA in the
Police
past, the Cockpit Voice Recorder information now has
The Police have the ability under law to produce a protection in law. The information recorded by the CVR
warrant which entitles them to seize any records pertaining can only be used for safety investigations and not for
to an incident or accident. This has been done in the past prosecution. Unfortunately however there are two sides
with respect to aircraft accidents but not incidents to the to every conversation and as far as radio transmissions go,
writer’s knowledge.
while the airborne element may enjoy some protection,
Unfortunately Airways contractual requirement to the same cannot be said of the ground station. That
consult with NZALPA prior to releasing data does not conversation is also recorded and so “available” for
prevent it from being released, even if we both agree release.
that it shouldn’t. Airways is a State Owned Enterprise and
therefore a quasi-government department. This leaves
them (and us) subject to the Official Information Act. This
particular piece of legislation has been used (or misused
depending on your point of view) to gain access to data
which would otherwise be restricted to those parties
with a need to access it, and by that I mean Airways, the
controller concerned, CAA and TAIC.

Consider what may happen if this data gets into the
wrong hands? Imagine if what you say on the radio today is
plastered all over the front page of the Herald tomorrow?
This is the most concerning aspect to me. In an urgent
or emergency situation pilots or controllers feel that they
don’t have freedom of speech and you have to ask ‘do we
really want controllers (or pilots) second guessing what to
say in an emergency just in case it does get repeated in

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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the media for all to see or hear the next day?’
There is a significant moral hazard here that laymen
don’t seem to understand. We operate in a “Just Culture”
environment which encourages reporting when it is
required without employment being threatened. This has
come about because there is a realisation that in order
to have a successful Safety Management System and in
fact a safe aviation environment, it is necessary to have
a free flow of information. There is the real risk here that
the flow of information may be reduced to such an extent
that safety suffers.
The notion that this data can be released to anyone on a
whim, particularly the ill-informed or laymen jeopardises
the supply of this information. One might ask “who are
laymen”? Well, the Webster online dictionary describes
a layman as
“A person who does not belong to a particular profession
or who is not expert in some field”
In my opinion a layman is someone who has no
significant knowledge of the aviation industry. We all know
who they are, even some of the ‘aviation commentators’
around seem to lack the ability to understand what really
happens within the industry. But to me, the worst of these
are the media and the office of the Ombudsman.
The media seem
to excel in having
a very limited
understanding
of what really
happens out there,
it’s like watching a
movie with a King
Air in it making a
noise like a DC3!
We all know that

it’s wrong but those that create those things have no idea.
Worse still the media think they have a divine right to know
and publish regardless of the negative consequence of
their actions. Things like reporting a ’horrifying near miss’
over Auckland when in fact the aeroplanes concerned are
1000ft apart. We’ve seen it and we cringe every time it
happens.
Airways tend to oppose the release of data, at least in
part for the reasons stated above. So what happens after
we refuse to release it? The media go running off to their
lawyers to file a request under the Official Information Act.
We oppose it or don’t release what they want. Enter the
Ombudsman’s office. Here we have lifetime bureaucrats
who seem to care little for the sanctity of safety related
information and, seemingly as a matter of course, agree
with the media and order the information released. In
doing so they weaken the safety systems that we and
the rest of the aviation community; and ultimately the
travelling public, have come to rely on. They don’t believe
that any moral hazard exists simply because there has
never been an issue… so far. One wonders if it is going to
take a serious incident or worse still, an accident for them
to see the light.
For this and the other reasons stated above, I believe it is
well past time that ATC Recordings are afforded protection
in law to prevent this sensationalist and alarmist reporting
on the back of safety related information. New Zealand
is a signatory to ICAO and Annex 13 to the convention,
amongst other things, states that the information gained
from recorded data should only be used for the purpose
for which it was obtained. In this case for the prevention
of accidents and incidents. This, to my mind, precludes
the use of the information for prosecution or any other
use (read media reporting). Airways and NZALPA are on
the same page here and will work towards gaining the
required protection.

Aviation Safety Award Recognises
‘Beyond the Call of Duty’
The Christchurch Air Traffic Controller’s outstanding
efforts were recognised by awarding them the Jim Collins
Memorial Award for Aviation Safety at the NZALPA Annual
Conference.
Eleshia Mitchell, an Auckland Approach Controller and
Alistair Malcolm, Team Leader Christchurch approach,
received the award on behalf of the Christchurch
controllers. Eleshia was one of 20 ATC personnel on duty
at the time when a 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck on
22nd February 2011.
Whilst havoc reigned in the Christchurch region, the
Christchurch controllers calmly went about what is
often not recognised as an essential service…..but for
Christchurch it was.
Recommencing operations after only a short period,
these professionals ‘just got on with it’ allowing this vital
Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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The daughters of Jim Collins present the Christchurch Air Traffic
Controllers with the Jim Collins Memorial Award for Aviation Safety.
Left to Right: Adrienne Collins, Eleshia Mitchell, Alistair Malcolm and
Pip Collins

link to serve the needs of not only Christchurch residents
but air travellers around the country.
NZALPA appreciates the efforts of the Christchurch
controllers whose professionalism and dedication to their
work ensured the safe operation of the skies during an
extremely difficult time.

Subcommittee Updates
The M&W Team has been reviewing all the discount
benefits available to members on the Members Benefit
section of our website.

n
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Professionals

Members are advised to
check the Member Benefits section of our website to see
the full list of benefits that could assist in reducing the
cost of a holiday or when considering the purchase of
useful products.

ALPA Diaries continue to be produced. These remain
very popular with members, especially those flying
domestic routes. Unfortunately costs have gone up
significantly due to high duty charged by NZ Customs
on imported diaries. Despite this duty, the diaries are
still considerably cheaper than having them produced in
New Zealand. In an effort to reduce costs, members who
did not want one were given the opportunity to opt out.
This did not reduce the number significantly. A further
effort to reduce the number ordered will be undertaken
again this year.
n
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Sometimes
these
are
concessions available on display
of NZALPA ID cards. Other times
codes are required to make
bookings online.
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New deals have been added and arrangements updated
with other service providers to ensure the process is
as accurate and seamless as
possible for members who wish
to make use of these discounts.

New arrangements soon to be added is membership to
TATS, which is a travel agency for airline personnel, offering
travel and package deals for confirmed seat travel, usually
at reasonably short notice. ATCO’s are also eligible to join
but on a different status. Serengeti sunglasses will soon
be able to be purchased at heavily discounted prices.
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Medical and Welfare Subcommittee

There are plenty more NZALPA luggage tags available
Professionals
from the office. New NZALPA stickers have recently been
distributed. Please display with pride in suitable locations.
Some spares may be available.
THE VOICE OF
Of interest, recent updates include a new arrangement
NEW ZEALAND’S
with the Accor Hotel chain. This offers members a discount
Mark Mehlhopt, M&W Admin Head
professional
at 1800 hotels worldwide including Sofitel,
Novotel,
pilots and air
Mercure and Ibis.
traffic controllers
THE VOICE OF
Although part of the Accor chain but separate to the
NEW ZEALAND’S
above is an arrangement with the Formule1 budget hotel
professional
on Auckland airport complex. This is ideal for commuters
and air
pilots
needing a bed close by before duties or a simulator ride.
traffic controllers
The hotel is also convenient for families needing a place to
stay before heading away on holiday. Strict terms on this
arrangement mean bookings can only be made online and
there is no refund for cancellation.

Branch Updates
Southern Branch - (2011 - 2012)
This year’s Southern Branch AGM had a very
disappointing turnout and did not achieve a quorum.
This may be due to the repetitive nature of the majority of
conference remits - the previous year’s AGM had already
discussed and rejected them. Those present however,
carefully reviewed and discussed all remits.
The Christchurch earthquakes are still continuing but to
a lesser extent now. The CHC locals accept the quakes are
presently part of their lives and keep going about their
business.
There is uncertainty for some time to come yet as
people living in their damaged homes wait to see what

zoning will be applied to their suburb or when repairs will
be commenced. Many feel it’s not worth doing repairs
until the shakes stop as more and more minor damage
can often be found after a shake. A big problem for the
Southern Branch members presently is finding alternative
accommodation while housing is being repaired - all self
storage facilities are full.
NZALPA members seem to be dealing with problems
on their own – we would like to remind you that help is
always available if required - including financial. Please
call the office on 0800 NZALPA if you require assistance.
Maria Cassin, Southern Branch Secretary 2011 - 2012.
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NZALPA Technical
The ALESA was produced by the UK CAA.
http://www.caa.co.uk/

With the number of laser strikes on aircraft on the increase,
the Technical Team thought this publication (UK CAA) could be
of value should the worst happen. Following the basics will
hopefully prevent any of you having to take the steps outlined in
this publication, these are:

• Do not look into or directly at the beam
• If struck, do not rub your eyes
• Turn cockpit lighting up as much as you can
• Hand over control to the non-flying pilot if laser activity is evident on the flying pilot side
• Advise ATC as soon as able re location, direction etc.
We can also advise that at AKL, a direct reporting link has been established between Tower and the Police Eagle
Helicopter Team for laser strikes on aircraft. when able, Police Eagle will respond immediately to a call from the Tower
and
this procedure has resulted in several
convictions over the last year or so.
seLf-Assessment
(ALesA)

AviAtion LAser exposure

AVIATION LASER EXPOSURE SELF-ASSESSMENT (ALESA)
This self-assessment is designed to aid pilots, air-traffic controllers,
or flight crew members who have been exposed to a laser beam
in making a decision on whether or not to see an eye specialist.
The eye specialist may be either an optometrist or
ophthalmologist. It is extremely unlikely that a laser beam
exposure will result in permanent eye damage. Eye discomfort
and irritation during the exposure is common and rubbing your
eye can result in an abrasion that may be painful.
If you have experienced one or more of the following after
a laser beam exposure please consult an eye specialist:
Eye problems – swelling, pain, itching, watering, discharge,
dryness or redness of the eye. Visual disturbance – blurring,
black spot, trouble reading, loss of peripheral vision, floaters,
halos, poor night vision, sensitivity to light. These symptoms
may not appear until hours after the incident and may not
be related directly to laser exposure but could reflect other
eye issues perhaps not previously noticed.

While viewing the grid from 30cm in front
of your eyes, please test one eye at a time
to answer the following questions:
1. Can you see a dot in the centre of the grid?
2. While looking at the centre dot, can you see
all four sides and corners of the grid?
3. While looking at the centre dot, do all of the
lines appear straight with no distortions
or blank or faded areas?
If you answered Yes to all three questions then
please turn to page 2. If you answered no to
any of the above questions then you may wish
to remove yourself from flying or controlling
duties as soon as it is safe to do so and consult
an eye specialist.

The dimensions of the grid should
be 10cm x 10cm.
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1

2

3

1. Flash blindness
A visual impairment during and after exposure to a very
bright light. It may last for seconds or minutes.
2. Glare
Difficulty seeing in the presence of a bright light.
3. Distraction
A light bright enough to disrupt attention.

In some circumstances it may be possible to have retinal damage without obvious symptoms.
The relevance of this is uncertain in the absence of abnormal visual signs (e.g. answering “yes”
to all three Amsler Grid questions on page 1) as it is unlikely to have an operational impact or be
amenable to treatment. The following is designed to aid a pilot or ATCO in deciding whether or
not an assessment should be sought with an optometrist or ophthalmologist after an exposure.

Was there any indication that the
laser was high power and capable
of causing eye damage?
(For example, if the power of the
laser was later identified and found
to be high power) In nearly all cases
the answer will be ‘No’.

1

Yes

2

No

Was there glare (difficulty seeing
in the presence of a bright light)?

Yes

2

No
No
Did you experience flash blindness
(visual impairment during and after
exposure to a very bright light that
may last for seconds or minutes)?

No

Was the laser beam green?

Yes

1

Yes

Was the laser beam green?

No

2

NOTES:
1 Permanent eye damage is not known or is

extremely unlikely to occur in this situation.

Yes

2 There is a possibility of eye damage and

Did you look away/blink
immediately?

Yes

1

No

Did you continue to see a bright
glow even after the laser beam
exposure ended?

No

1

it is suggested that you contact an eye
specialist for further evaluation although
this does not need to be undertaken
urgently in the absence of symptoms.

Please note the symptoms listed on page one.
These may not appear until hours after exposure
and may not be related directly to laser exposure
but could reflect other eye issues perhaps not
previously noticed. If they do occur then please
consult an eye specialist such as an optometrist
or ophthalmologist.

Yes
2

For further information, the British Airline Pilots Association (BALPA) have produced an advisory information sheet
which will be available on their website www.balpa.org.
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Aviation News in Brief
Jetstar Japan
Jetstar Japan has received its Air Operator’s Certificate
from the country’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport.
The granting of the certificate clears the way for
it to begin operations from Narita on July 3.
The budget carrier, formed by the Qantas Group,
Japan Airlines and the Mitsubishi Corp., had previously
said that it would begin domestic operations by the
end of the year. Three A320s will be used initially.

Peach Aviation looking at Chinese
market
Japan’s first dedicated low cost carrier, Peach Aviation,
is considering launching services to mainland China,
according to a report in Saturday’s Japan Times.
Prospective destinations could be Bejing, Shanghai,
Hangzhou and Guangzhou, all within four hours of its
base at Kansai
Last month the airline, formed by All Nippon Airways
(ANA), and First Eastern Investment Group in 2010, began
its first international service with flights to Incheon.
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Premium traffic up but showing
weakness - IATA
According to IATA’s latest passenger traffic
monitor, premium class sales rose 5.8 per cent
compared to a year ago. However, there were signs
of weakness following a strong first quarter.
The level and growth rates of both premium and
economy classes, which rose 7.8 per cent year on
year, slipped back compared to March.
IATA pointed that although conditions “in the
global business environment continue to provide
support for premium travel…..the latest results for
important indicators show some weakness, and that
is consistent with the results for premium travel in
April. Business confidence continues to indicate
modest expansion, but the index has weakened on
the back of China’s slowdown and further weakness
in Europe. The latest month of trade data indicates
a slight softening in traded volumes, which does not
bode well for business-related premium travel”.

HIMS: NZALPA Takes a Leading Role in
Challenging a Human Condition.
By Chris Mehlhopt, NZALPA Medical and Welfare Director

O

ver the last two years NZALPA has taken a lead
position in establishing a HIMS programme for its
members and others in the aviation community.
The programme is now administratively complete and has
matured into being able to provide appropriate assistance
to those at risk. But many of you may well already be
asking - what in the world is HIMS? A good question and
probably few will know the answer. This article takes a look
at an insidious threat affecting the aviation profession and
outlines why HIMS is an important initiative for NZALPA
and the aviation community.
Take a guess at what you might think is the most common
identified medical cause of an airliner crash. Heart attack?
Stroke? Fits? All wrong.

ICAO Accident Investigation Findings
A study compiled by ICAO examined the worldwide
database of crashes during a recent 21 year period.
10 accidents were assigned a medical cause by the
investigators. Of the 10 accidents six had a significant
finding attributing the crash to the use of alcohol or
other drugs by the pilots. In an automated multi-crew
environment conditions causing risky behaviour are
much more dangerous than dramatic incapacitations. Just
like any other occupational group pilots and controllers
are not immune to the ravages of substance abuse or
substance dependence. For pilots and controllers the
substance most likely to cause problems is alcohol.

Symptoms of Dependence
What are we talking about here? Not the large numbers
amongst us who drink a bit more than we should? No,
we’re talking about a smaller group of individuals who
over time have gradually started to lose control of their
drinking until eventually they develop some of the cardinal
signs of dependence. These include:
Compulsion - drinking to stop from feeling unwell,
unhappy or afraid and not being able to say NO.
Preoccupation - planning to drink to drunkenness and
neglecting responsibilities because of drinking.
Tolerance - needing more alcohol to get the same effect
and losing the ability to gauge when drunk. Often being
the one who can ‘drink everyone else under the table’.
Consequences – neglecting the impact on relationships,
finances, health, work performance and possibly trouble
with the law – “he’s a lovely guy when he’s sober”.
Blackout – drinking to the point of not being able to
remember what happened the night before.
So surely if a pilot got like that they would just do

something about it - right? Unfortunately not. Around
the world good, capable, intelligent and well-intentioned
pilots continue to be caught with a positive breath alcohol
test and often display the symptoms listed above. This is
not wilful behaviour though but an insidious, cruel and
deceptive illness. And the interesting and sad thing is that
often their fellow pilots suspected (or knew) that there
was a problem.
Dependency isn’t really an illness is it – surely that’s just
a cop-out, an excuse?

Treatment Available
It’s an illness all right – with a strong genetic
predisposition, associated abnormal brain chemistry and
with a predictable symptom set. The good news though
is that there is a reliable and successful treatment. Not a
cure, but treatment.

Well, aviation companies have random testing
programmes so surely we can just catch people and
that solves the problem? No, unfortunately testing
programmes will often only catch people when the
disease has progressed. If someone tests positive then it’s
going to be hard for them to retain their job. That is why
we have introduced the HIMS programme.
Is this something new? Well yes it is for NZ but the HIMS
programme has been around for almost 40 years. So what
on earth is it?
In the 1970’s in the USA, identified alcohol dependence
meant permanent loss of pilots licence for medical
reasons. So it was a problem that was never diagnosed
– until too late. But then three doctors from the FAA, the
Union and one of the airlines got together and decided
there must be a better way. The programme created was
called HIMS (the Human Intervention and Motivation
Study) to give no clue as to what it was really about. Its
purpose was about getting help early for pilots who were
suspected by their fellow pilots or their loved ones of
having a problem, before they got into trouble. Nearly 40
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years on that programme has successfully returned well
over 4,000 US pilots to flying with an extraordinary longterm success rate of around 90 %. That is the power of a
peer-led programme in which sobriety is a condition of
continued employment.

HIMS - NZ Edition
The New Zealand edition has a much shorter history
but we have modelled our programme on the US success.
HIMS NZ helps pilots and air traffic controllers with
alcohol and other chemical dependency issues return to
work after successful treatment and sooner than they
otherwise could. HIMS does this by working within the NZ
aviation industry, training people to be peer volunteers
and by educating aviation management staff. CAA’s
Principal Medical Officer Dougal Watson, who has assisted
with setting up HIMS NZ, says that “drug dependency,
especially alcohol, has been a perennial issue. Each case
needs to be handled differently, depending on the degree
of addiction.”
How does it work? HIMS NZ has put together a group of
aviation specialists including pilots who have been down
the track of dependence and turned their lives around.
The group has the written support of the leaders of Air
New Zealand, Airways Corporation, the RNZAF, NZALPA,
Federation of Air NZ Pilots, Qantas/Jet Connect and the
Director of Civil Aviation. We have strong interest from
further industry groups and expect others to join. The
team is primarily made up of pilots and controllers aided by
aviation doctors who will get involved when appropriate.
Principally HIMS is about providing a pathway whereby
you can raise confidential concerns about a colleague,
friend, or partner. We will provide advice, information and
assistance in addressing dependency issues and how to
go about getting help for pilots or controllers before they
put their lives or livelihood at risk.

Spanning the Aviation Industry
So it’s just for airline pilots and controllers? No, we have
extended the scope to aviation professionals nationwide
including the military and GA sector. Drugs and alcohol
don’t mix with any type of flying in any combination
and there has been a societal change in attitude which
reflects this. Our aim is to get people who need treatment
into some sort of recovery programme, or at the very
minimum, be assessed to see if they need treatment.
We’re happy to provide this help to anyone in the aviation
community who needs it. The flying fraternity is a tight nit
group. Many in aviation have seen friends or colleagues
go through the stages of having no issue with alcohol to
misuse, abuse and finally dependency. Like any family the
means to stop the process and provide help lies within.
You only have to ask how.
Pilots and controllers can access the programme online
via the HIMS web site www.hims.org.nz for details of the
recovery process. This proven sequence of steps – peer
identification, intervention, evaluation and diagnosis,
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treatment and recertification has a high rate of success.
Any queries to the HIMS NZ team will be treated with
strict confidentiality.

Everyone Needs to be Involved
Going by the US experience some participants enrol
in the programme on their own because they realise
they have a problem and need to do something about it
and soon. However, it is more common that pilots and
controllers enter the HIMS programme as a result of an
intervention by colleagues who support the programme or
by HIMS trained management personnel who encourage
them into the programme. The point is it is everyone’s
responsibility to address a problem when they see it. You
will not be doing someone with a dependency issue any
favours by looking away.
The disease of dependency
is an insidious threat facing the
aviation industry. The HIMS NZ
team needs your help to keep
our profession and industry safe
and to deliver the help to those
who need it.
Further information about
HIMS and contact details can be
found at www.hims.org.nz
Chris
Mehlhopt,
NZALPA
Medical & Welfare Director - Member of HIMS NZ.

NZALPA News In Brief
NZALPA Accident Incident Safety
Group (AISG)
The new NZALPA AISG is developing well and is now
holding regular meetings. Admin Head is Rob Torenvlied.
Email aisg@nzalpa.org.nz

Aviation Security - Technical
Recentlly it has been a quiet period with low levels
of activity. The Laser issues remain active. Laser strikes
particularly within the AKL TMA are increasing in numbers
despite the excellent progress made in the apprehensions
of offenders through our recent collaboration with Police
Eagle helicopter.

N

ZALPA’s Annual Conference was held in Auckland
on 19 - 21 June at the Auckland Airport Holiday
Inn. There were 25 remits discussed at this year’s
conference.
Conference was attended by 58 voting delegates with
proxies. Delegates were joined by observers for the
Australian International Pilots Association (AIPA), the
Australian Federation of Airline Pilots (AFAP) and CivilAir.

Day One
The President’s Opening Address set the scene for
Conference referencing:
• Theme of conference - PO’s decided on “Just
Culture” - internationally, this initiative is driven by ICAO, in
collaboration with IFALPA and IATA
• the leadership of NZALPA must look to the year ahead.
Industrially our strategic plan is pretty well mapped out. In
three words, “Organise and grow”.
• The strategic plan and the requirement to prioritise
and implement various components of the plan
• The shift for PO’s and Board Management - assume
more of a governance role
• the creation of a new position of General Manager and
a reorganisation of the NZALPA staff structure
• last year has presented some challenges for organised
labour in this country and abroad - Ports of Auckland, Qantas
etc
• In Fiji the employment decree’s that came into being

Conference 2012

In Brief

has wiped out any and all ability for organised labour to
operate. No right to engage in industrial action without
permission of the military dictatorship, if you were to do so
you’d face a charge of treason.
Annual Reports (click here to view) were tabled by the
following PO’s and accepted by Conference outlining the
following themes:
President - CAA Info trawling case, strategic plan,
external relations, NZALPA Governance Review: Electoral
Reform, NZALPA Staff Restructure and Communications
Strategy
Vice President - 2011-12 Financial Summary, income,
expenditure, annual audit, budget, staff restructure, IT
Review, Communications and the online ballot module
Technical Director - Technical subcommittee, Accident
Incident Safety Group (AISG), security and the year
ahead
Secretary - membership
ATC Director - Negotiations, overpayments, CHC
earthquakes, international, RWC and new ATC Director
Industrial Director - Virgin Australia NZ, GA progress,
various negotiations, outcome of Air NZ Links MECA

The Flight of the Airship Norge
over the Arctic Ocean
In 1926 Roald Amundsen, Lincoln Ellsworth and
Umberto Nobile flew with 13 others in the airship
Norge from Ny-Ålesund at Svalbard over the North
Pole to Teller in Alaska.
Theirs was the first undisputed crossing of the North
Pole by air. It was also the most intensely photographed
of polar expeditions, with movie cameras taking in the
views from the ground and from above.
The flight, which originated with airship designer
and pilot Nobile in Rome, had been touted as ‘Rome to
Nome’ but bad weather forced a landing at the small
settlement of Teller just short of Nome. Richard Byrd
was encountered en route to and from his subsequently
disputed Polar flyover. The Norwegian cameras were
there all the way, and all the way home too.
Hero’s welcomes await Nobile in Naples and Rome (a
medal from Mussolini); and Amundsen, the first person
to travel to both poles of the earth, throughout the length
of Norway.
This visually stunning record has been little seen in the
85 years since it first thrilled adventure-loving audiences
Showing at the Film Festival - Auckland
			
Wellington

with its still awe-inspiring images of technological triumph
and spectacular vistas of the frozen North. A perfectly
preserved nitrate print in the Cinémathèque Suisse
provided the material for this magnificent restoration by
the Norwegian Film Museum. NZIFF and the New Zealand
Film Archive are delighted that they have entrusted us
with a 35mm print so gleamingly fresh that you might
be caught up in the wonderful modernity of it all and
applaud the final uplifting title card: “The Future belongs
to the Airship!”. — BG
www.nzff.co.nz

Sunday 22 July, 3.30 pm, at Sky City Theatre
Sunday 29 July , 4.00pm, at Te Papa
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Medical and Welfare Director - HIMS NZ, Critical
Incident Response Programme, Aeromedical, NZCAA,
Medical & Welfare Sub-committee, Professional
Standards, Insurances
IFALPA Director - The expansion of Gulf Carriers,
Labour/Management relationship – the road to success
or failure?, Emerging business Models
Plenary was dismissed and delegates attended the
subcommittees for the remainder of the day. A cocktail
evening was held where the Christchurch Air Traffic
Controllers were awarded the Jim Collins Memorial Award
- see page 10.

Day Two
Day two of Conference saw a presentations by Robert
Mason of Civil Air Australia and Lawrie Cox from AFAP.
Robert outlined the year’s highlights and challenges for
the Australian ATC Union.
This was followed by and address by retiring AFAP
Industrial Relations Manager Lawrie Cox. AFAP has
experienced many challenges the past year and has been
focused on many negotiations and issues relating to
globalisation.
Delegates resumed plenary voting on general conference
business relating to the NZALPA CFT, appointment of
NZALPA Auditors and miscellaneous conference agenda
items.

Conference 2012

In Brief

Reports were then received from the Finance and
Medical and Welfare Subcommittee chairmen - an outline
of remits/outcomes is available below. Conference
started the Industrial Subcommittee report, but spent the
remainder of the day discussing the final Industrial remit
IND6 relating to the introduction of a “Deputy Industrial
Director (ID)”.

Day Three
Day three of conference opened with the final reports
from the Technical and Industrial Chairmen - see remits
page 19 & 20. There was great debate relating to IND6 and
the requirements relating to the introduction of a deputy
ID, however there was all round support for an Industrial
Officer and the remit passed with an amendment.
Annual Conference concluded early, finishing conference
business shortly before 12pm.

CFT Trustee Elections
The latest NZALPA CFT Trustees were announced from
the secret election - Mark Rammell, Eric Fontein and Mike
Hall.

Professional Standards

However, this is an NZALPA programme run for its
membership.

Captain David Morgan from Air New Zealand
shared his thoughts on a programme and provided an
overview of the important aspects from an employer’s
perspective. Captain Morgan indicated that such a
programme would be very beneficial for the New Zealand
Aviation industry.

Professor Spencer Beasley addresses Delegates during the
Professional Standards forum at Annual Conference

I

n the evening on 20 June at the NZALPA Annual
Conference, a professional standards forum was held.

Professor Beasley provided an overview of the
professional standards system set up by the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons. He outlined that there
are many overlaps that occur in surgery and aviation
examples include “having awareness and insight”,
“observing ethics and probity” and “maintaining health
and well being”.

Chris Mehlhopt, Medical and Welfare Director,
Virginia Mudie, General Manager, Professor Spencer
Beasley and Captain David Morgan addressed delegates
and observers outlining the importance of a professional
standards programme for the aviation industry.

The establishment of a code of conduct allowed the
surgeons to define professional behaviour and identify
professional conduct, critical to preserving the reputation
and high standards expected of their profession. This
allowed for the development of a “self regulated” system
to address code of conduct breaches.

Chris Mehlhopt gave attendees an overview of what
professional standard was and outlined the successes
seen in the aviation industry and other industries. Chris
explained the importance of working with employers to
achieve an effective professional standards programme.

NZALPA is committed to the development of a
professional standards programme to promote a safer and
more professional workplace for all members. Delegates
at this year’s conference voted in support of such a
programme. Work will be undertaken to explore this.
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Jim Dunn

NZALPA Scroll of Merit

I

n the evening on the second
day of conference, the Annual
Conference dinner was held.

Jim Dunn, outgoing ATC
Director, was awarded the
NZALPA Scroll of Merit for his
dedication to NZALPA and its
members.
Jim has been an NZALPA
member since 1985 working
as a commercial pilot and
instructor, then air traffic
controller.

Jim Dunn receives the NZALPA Scroll of Merit. Pictured: Jim Dunn with wife Beth.

Jim joined the ATC Council in
1993 and has been one of the longest serving members of
the NZALPA Board of Management holding a position on
the BoM since that time.
Working as an industrial negotiator, Jim has seen many
successful negotiations and has also served as a liaison
between the association and the International Federation

of Air Traffic Controllers’ Associations (IFATCA).
The incoming ATC Director Jeremy Thompson
entertained guests with a speech on the antics of Jim and
speaking to his great character.
We wish Jim the very best and hope to see him visit
NZALPA House on occasion.

Conference Remits 2012
Technical Subcommittee - NZALPA Technical Director Stu Julian.
Tech 1 – Technical Policy Item 51 Policy Manual Training - NOT PASSED
Tech 2 – Technical Operational Conservative Operational Policies - NOT PASSED

Industrial Subcommittee - NZALPA Industrial Director Tim Robinson.
IND 1 – Type Pay Retention - Industrial RES 1974 / REC 1990 - NOT PASSED
IND 2 – Members Acting in an Industrial Capacity for Employers when dealing with ALPA - NOT PASSED
IND 3 – Management Pilots occupying positions for their ordinary seniority does not entitle them to : Present Policy
Resolution 2010 - NOT PASSED
IND 4 – Industrial Policy to maintain and improve members conditions of employment and real buying per of incomes,
by the philosophy of power negotiation - NOT PASSED
IND 5 – NZALPA Rules - Member obligations during negotiations - NOT PASSED
IND 6 – Deputy Industrial Director - PASSED IN AN AMENDED FORM
IND 7 – Recorded Data - NOT PASSED

Medical and Welfare Subcommittee - NZALPA Medical and Welfare Director Chris Mehlhopt.
M & W 1 – Professional Standards Programme - PASSED
M & W 2 – Insurance Subcommittee - PASSED

Finance and Admin Subcommittee - NZALPA Vice President Wayne Renwick.
F & A1 – Death Benefit Fund - PASSED
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Capt. Greg Vujcich Memorial Award for
Excellence in General Aviation Instruction

A

t the Annual NZALPA Conference
dinner, the 2012 Greg Vujcich
Memorial Award was awarded to
Mr Alfred Dennis (Jack) Mehlhopt from
Timaru.
Jack Mehlhopt’s contribution to
general aviation as a flying instructor
and teacher of safety practices spans
some 65 years. He was a gracious and
amusing recipient who entertained the
assembled guests with many tales of his
experiences.

Jack still holds a flying licence at the
age of 83, and has played a major role in
every facet of general aviation in South
Canterbury and notably as a volunteer
flying instructor. During this time he
sent at least 300 students on their first
solo.
Jack joined the South Canterbury
Aero Club Inc. (SCAC) in late 1947 after
winning a flying scholarship from No. 15 Mr Alfred Dennis (Jack) Mehlhopt receives the Greg Vujcich Memorial Award from Joan Vujcich
Squadron of the Air Training Corps. Jack
Once, when questioned “why do you do so much?” Jack
maintained a keen and active interest in the Air Training
said he had never forgotten the support he had received
Corps rising in 1962 to the position of officer commanding,
early on in his flying career, and believed he had a duty
a position he held for 20 years.
to make his own contribution. In the early 1970s he was
When the SCAC was experiencing financial difficulties honoured with club life membership and in 1996, he was
in 1961 and could no longer afford to employ a full-time honoured by the Federation Aeronautique Internationale
flying instructor, Mr Mehlhopt volunteered his part-time (FAI) with the award of its Air Sport Medal in recognition
services at weekends. He also made major contributions of his outstanding contribution to general aviation.
as the club’s chief flying instructor - an unpaid role for
“Jack was the ideal candidate for the award. His
held for nine years.
dedication to training and development of young pilots
His voluntary work was without any doubt the club’s throughout his long career is well known and admired by
salvation and although Jack relinquished his CFI role with our members” says NZALPA President Glen Kenny.
the aero club, he has continued to support the club.

Rules and Policy Subcommittee - Rules and Policy Coordinator Paul Robinson.
R & P-1
Members who have acquired knowledge of ALPA operations - TO BE PLACED ON WORK 		
									
PROGRAMME INDEX
R & P-2
Rule 69 - Officers & Elections - PASSED
R & P-3
Board of Management Representation - NOT PASSED
R & P-4
Proposed Rule 26(b) - PASSED
R & P-5
NZALPA Strategic Direction - NOT PASSED
R & P-6
Member Communication to NZALPA - NOT PASSED
R & P-7
Meeting of Branches - Rule 57 - NOT PASSED
R & P-8
Consequences of Board of Management - NOT PASSED
R & P-9
Confidential Agreements - NOT PASSED
R & P-10
Branch Meetings: Attendance - PASSED
R & P-11
Overseas Membership Category - PASSED WITH AN INTERIM DIRECTION FROM BOARD
R & P-12
NZALPA Structure and Electoral Reform - PASSED
R & P-13
Council Appointments to Subcommittees - PASSED
R & P 17
Rule 13 Prejudicial Conduct - PASSED

Conference
Remits 2012
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